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Plastic. Used electronics, cables, tons of cereal packages, textiles, cigarette butts, radioactive 
landfills and repositories, glass bottles and rusted cans. Plastic, plastic, plastic. Plastic in 
all shapes.

We have all seen the photos of the shorelines filled with the trash the oceans have 
spat back. Some of us are living in the middle of that dumpster-like reality every day. Yet those 
photos do not move us so much anymore, paradoxically exactly because of the amount of 
the trash we live with. We no longer see plastic as an alien subject, because it has completely 
invaded our lives.

I was 15 years old when I first heard about the infamous Great Pacific rubbish patch, 
the drastically huge island-like area that is said to be nowadays three times the size of France. 
Imagining this vortex of faded coloured shampoo bottles, toys, straws and fishing nets floating 
on the sea made me feel weak and hopeless. It was an awakening moment, and the dystopian 
shadowy feeling has become even bigger over the years. In an era of eco crisis, thoughts 
of conspicuous consumption, mass extinctions and hazardous changes in the weather and 
nature keep restlessly sprawling across my mind. As a beginner art researcher, I’ve been 
contemplating how much the Finnish contemporary art world has raised its head to these 
matters. It is obvious that my interest in these matters comes from a concern and an anxiety 
towards the ecosystem. My thoughts have been especially about trash and recycling. That is 
why I applied for this research intern job in the Finnish National Gallery.

In this article, I want to see how much and which recycled materials have been 
used in Finnish contemporary art. For me recycled material means something that is not 
bought as new. By trash I mean all the thrown away material that cannot be seen to have 
any use anymore. This material includes broken utensils, old electronics and other devices, 
expendable objects such as cans, plastic wrap, cardboard, wrapping paper, and all the disused, 
outdated objects. My focus is then on human-made products, thus excluding natural materials 
such as wood, hair, fur and offal from my research, yet all these aforesaid materials are refined 
by humans. This framing excludes many influential pieces from Finnish contemporary artists 
such as Kaisu Koivisto, who has used a lot of animal-based material in her art. Yet she has also 
used plenty of human-made recycled materials in her artistic practice, such as objects she has 
found from rubbish skips.1

1 An interview with Kaisu Koivisto, 25 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen. Interview made 
in Koivisto’s studio apartment in Helsinki. Length 01:01:26. Archive Collections, Finnish National 
Gallery, Helsinki (AC, FNG).
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I have come to comprehend that the terms ‘trash’, ‘waste’, ‘junk’ and other synonyms 
used are very loaded. Yet I decided to use them in this article due the identifiable, familiar and 
mundane grasp of the words. With artist interviews and research done, I keep simultaneously 
searching if there’s a more suitable and less loaded word for all the used materials.

Continuing Mary Douglas’ famous notion of dirt as matter that is out of place, Glenn 
Adamson, in considering waste, points out that the problem is not the matter, but the 
location. ‘It can always be shifted, if we have the vision and will to do so.’2 Where can the 
trash then be transported to? With the piles of plastic trash in the ocean, for instance, I 
don’t see there’s anything else to be done to reduce it except to stop more building up by 
recycling the objects instead. Has someone done something already? Let’s find out and dive 
into the rubbish stack.

Recycled materials in art found in the Finnish National Gallery’s 
collections

I knew from the beginning of the internship that I was especially interested in the work of 
two artist duos who are using recycled materials in their art and whose works can be found 
in the Finnish National Gallery’s collections. These two duos are Teija and Pekka Isorättyä 
and nabbteeri, formed by artists Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri. I started searching information 
from the Finnish National Gallery’s databases, using the collection management system, 
audiovisual database and material found from the Finnish National Gallery Library. I also 
used the National Gallery’s website, artists’ own websites and read many different scientific 
publications on recycled materials in art, but also on posthumanism and new materialism. A 
bit later on, I interviewed nabbteeri and the Isorättyäs about their art and artistic production. 
Besides them, I interviewed artists Kaisu Koivisto, Kaarina Haka and Tuula Närhinen. With 
the National Gallery’s collections and exhibition publications alone, it was clear that there 
was more information available on nabbteeri because they had a number of pieces in the 
collections. The Finnish National Gallery owns one piece by the artist couple Isorättyäs, Nature 
Morte (2017)3 and four pieces from nabbteeri, Table of Contents (2011)4, Rubbish Video 
(2014)5, Mikromimesis (2016)6 and Ethnographies of a homespun spinelessness cult and other 
neighbourly relations: Gingerbread house (2019)7. This why I extended the research into the 
Isorättyäs’ works beyond the museum’s collections.

When I started doing research on recycled materials on the Finnish National Gallery’s 
database, I quickly found out that the task wasn’t the easiest one. It seems that the use of 
recycled materials evades strict definitions at least in Finnish contemporary art that can 
be found in the National Gallery’s collections. In general, this means that the use of found, 
collected and donated materials and second-hand materials do not form their own genre. 
The pieces with recycled material might instead have been listed under environmental art or 
conceptual art.

2 Glenn Adamson. ‘Foreword’, in Katie Treggiden, Wasted – When trash becomes treasure. Belgium: 
Ludion, 2020, (7–9) 8.

3 See the artwork on the Finnish National Gallery (FNG) collections website,  
https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/661627 (accessed 10 December 2021). More on the 
installation, see Paulina Bebecka. ‘Kineettinen transsendenssi’, in Pirkko Siitari (ed.), Ars Fennica 
2017. Helsinki : Henna ja Pertti Niemistön Kuvataidesäätiö ARS FENNICA, 16–25.

4 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
search?searchTerms[]=table%20of%20contents (accessed 10 December 2021).

5 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/399995 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

6 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/427116 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

7 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
search?searchTerms[]=spinelessness (accessed 10 December 2021).
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The National Gallery’s collections management system finds 86 objects from a search 
for ‘kierrätys’ (recycling), including those already mentioned by the artist duos Isorättyä and 
nabbteeri. The general information on the objects varies, which is why it wasn’t always clear 
whether the materials used are recycled or bought as new. For example, for Kari Cavén’s 
Broileri (2017)8, Kris Lemsalu’s Star (2016)9 and Tarja Pitkänen-Walter’s Broken Gestures – In 
Different Light III (2005–07)10 the data lists only the materials included in the works, but not 
whether they are recycled. Furthermore the database’s information on Choi Jeong Hwa’s 
Happy Happy (2015)11 does not clarify whether the plastic he uses is recycled, but it can be 
found from Kiasma’s website that at least some of the material he uses is recycled, such 
as in the installation Gather, Together (2008), which was made out of 1.7 million pieces of 

8 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/431072 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

9 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/661646 
(accessed 10 December 2021); an image of the work, see the artist’s web page,  
https://www.krislemsalu.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/unspecified-10-682x1024.jpeg 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

10 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/393360 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

11 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/425948 
(accessed 10 December 2021); https://www.artsy.net/artwork/choi-jeong-hwa-happy-happy 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, Nature Morte, 2017, kinetic sculpture installation; plants, plexiglass, 
seven wooden coffins, metal surgical instruments, ferrofluid, electromagnets,  
223cm x 730cm x 595cm
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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plastic rubbish that were used to transform the outside of the Seoul’s old 
Olympic Stadium.12 In nabbteeri’s artwork, or more precisely a collection 
of pieces Table of Contents (2011)13 the artists have found different objects 
in their workplace and painted photograph-like paintings of them. The 
objects seen in the paintings are different kinds of boxes and bags, in 
which the artists have preserved different kinds of materials. Along with 
the paintings, another part of this work consists of a sound element, 
which describes what the objects seen in the paintings contain. This is 
one way of preserving the memory of the objects, because they have 
been made as paintings in the same way that one can take a photograph 
to remember something. I find that this piece can be seen in terms of 
recycling because the everyday objects have been recycled from the 
workplace into paintings. The objects have been recycled by transforming 
them into art. The piece also prompts interesting thoughts about the 
found material being elevated and reincarnated as art, which reminds me 
of conceptual art.

The database search also excluded some artists, such as Kaarina 
Haka, who has been using recycled materials in her art. She has used 
recycled fluffy toys in her mesmerising installation Untitled (2016)14, which 
was displayed in Kiasma’s Collection Exhibition in 2016–17. Saara Hacklin 
writes descriptively on Haka’s artistic practice, that it occupies a ‘domain 
somewhere between painting and sculpture’.15

In some of the database’s objects, the materials used are identified 
as recycled materials instinctively, simply because they appear to be old 
and used. For example, in his conceptual work Nine Light Nights (1991)16 
Kari Cavén has used rubbish-collecting carts that street sweepers use, and 
transformed them into street lights. He has only changed the meaning 
of the objects without modifying the objects at all. Marjatta Palasto uses 
old bicycle rubber in Stickning (1999)17, in Kaisu Koivisto’s Personal Space 

12 David Elliot. ‘Choi Jeong Hwa: Gangbuk Style’, in Saara Hacklin (ed.), Kiasman kokoelmanäyttely /  
Kiasma’s Collecton Exhibition. A Museum of Contemporary Art Publication 151/2016. Helsinki: 
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, 2016, (91–112) 107.

13 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
search?titles[]=Sis%C3%A4llysluettelo (accessed 10 December 2021).

14 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/418654 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

15 Saara Hacklin. ‘From gaze to sensation, from perception to emotion’, in Saara Hacklin (ed.), 
Kiasman kokoelmanäyttely / Kiasma’s Collecton Exhibition. A Museum of Contemporary Art 
Publication 151/2016. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, 
2016, (25–42) 28.

16 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/596941 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

17 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
object/1767418 (accessed 10 December 2021); an image of the artwork, see  
https://hs.mediadelivery.fi/img/658/d858815f897b4d5a8472fab649849633.jpg.webp  
(accessed 10 December 2021).

Kaarina Haka, Untitled 
(detail), 2016, installation 
comprising wire, organza, 
tulle, glue, acrylic, recycled 
soft toys, jewellery
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Pirje Mykkänen

nabbteeri, Table of Contents (detail), 2011, watercolour on paper, a voice 
element describing what the object in the painting contains, 23cm x 30.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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(1999)18 old Aalto chairs and cows’ horns are used, and 
materials such as scrap iron form Reijo Hukkanen’s 
Suspenders on Fire (1989)19. In these works, the materials 
chosen look like they have been used previously before 
they became a part of an artwork. The term ‘recycling’ is 
listed among the keywords in the additional information 
on the database for all of these works. Yet looking at all 
the art objects in the database being this ambiguous, this 
got me thinking, how can I be sure whether the whole 
piece is made with recycled material or just some parts? 
Or have they been recycled at all?

The search for the word ‘recycled’ brought me 
eventually to both a rhetorical and conceptual problem. 
The chosen keywords attach certain meanings to an 
object, leaving other meanings out of the picture. With 
conceptual art for example, it is rarely distinguished 
whether the materials and objects used have been 
bought as new or are recycled, old, second-hand finds. 
This led me to ask, could the material used for an artwork 
be categorised as ‘recycled’ at all, when it is being used in 
a different manner or context, regardless of whether the 
material is new or not? Or is reusing an everyday object 
in a different kind of way itself an aspect of recycling? 

Artworks such as Jacob Dahlgren’s Item 18: subject 
of art (2012)20 and Koivisto’s Measure (1994)21 can be 
seen in this light. In Dahlgren’s work a pile of regular 

18 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/400826 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

19 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/581771 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

20 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/406587 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

21 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/604803 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

Kari Cavén, Nine Light Nights, 
1991, installation of nine street 
lights made using rubbish-
collecting carts and lamps, 
each part 60cm x 40cm x 
27cm 
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Laura Luostarinen 

Kaisu Koivisto, Personal 
Space, 1999, cows’ horns, 
Aalto chairs, plastic,  
102cm x 90cm x 95cm  
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Pirje Mykkänen
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yellow pencils is arranged in a multidimensional 
formation, thus changing the meaning of an ordinary 
everyday object. Koivisto’s piece uses a pair of 
shorts to imitate a hospital drip with its stand. In 
the database, these two works are categorised as 
conceptual, but not as recycled. Tarja Pitkänen-Walter 
has utilised a more abstract approach in the style 
of her work, Broken Gestures – Still Life and Interior 
(in the world of trade), from 200722, which used old 
dishes as a part of an assemblage with acryl, oil and 
plastic paint on PVC.

With conceptual art considered in terms of 
recycled art, media art also has its part to play in the 
topic. Since ‘found objects’ are usually associated 
with recycling, why wouldn’t found footage be 
mentioned as one aspect of recycled art too? For 
example, in artist Mika Taanila’s A Physical Ring23 
from 2001, he has edited found, anonymous archive 
film. With editing, the film is modified using Mika 
Vainio’s electronic music.

Trash as art

Though we try to imagine otherwise, waste is every object, plus time.24

When searching the collection’s database for objects with the word ‘roska’ (trash), 106 objects 
were found. Yet only eight of the sources seem to include trash as a material. The rest of 
the objects found are paintings, drawings, graphics and photographs without a significant 
connection to trash. The first five pieces using actual trash are Petri Ala-Maunus’ collection 
of oil paintings, New York Trash Recycled (2007)25, in which the bases he used were actually 
trash found on the streets, seemingly from the streets of New York. Another work is Brad 
Downey’s Scars (2012–13)26, which includes three tarpaulins from fences used in construction 
sites. The tarpaulin fences would probably have been thrown away after use, because most 

22 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/386515 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

23 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/620348 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

24 Katie Treggiden citating Brian Thill, Waste (2015) in ‘Introduction’, in Katie Treggiden. Wasted – 
When trash becomes treasure. Belgium: Ludion, 2020, (17–23), 17. 

25 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
search?searchTerms[]=new%20york%20trash%20recycled (accessed 10 December 2021).

26 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/410764 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

Tarja Pitkänen-Walter, Broken Gestures – Still Life and 
Interior (in the world of trade), 2007, acrylic, oil and 
plastic paint on PVC, old tableware, 84cm x 41cm x 
48cm 
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen
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of them were torn. The artist has fixed 
them with different coloured yarn. It is a 
bit unclear though whether the tarpaulins 
were actually ripped by the artist, since the 
database notes that the used material was 
stolen. The seventh object I found has a 
more indirect link to trash. It is Kari Cavén’s 
piece Ball Ball Ball… (2010)27, where one of 
the materials is a waste bin.

The eighth piece including actual 
trash is a media artwork. In nabbteeri’s 
already mentioned video piece Rubbish 
video (2014)28, different items of trash 
found in Nabb and Teeri’s workspace are 
being squeezed into a ball in the hands 
of one of the artists. They explained that 
Rubbish video is a special piece, because 
it was born quite instantaneously. They 
found the rubbish in the bin intriguing 
and started to squish it, as people often 
do with certain kinds of trash. Maria Teeri 
explained that squeezing the trash in their 
hands made the process behind the piece 
distinctly performative and corporeal.29 In 
Kiasma’s collection exhibition in 2016–17, 
where the piece was on display, this 
five-and-a-half-minute-long video was 
projected onto four foldable whiteboards 
and the wall behind them, which gave 
the work a three-dimensional effect. 
Janne Nabb described the installation as 
kaleidoscope-like.30 

The video gives an interesting point of view for using trash as art, both because the 
main attention focuses on the sound and mobility of the trash, but also because the entirety is 
explored through a video instead of an installation. Yet the trash is not experienced as three-
dimensional in front of the viewer’s eyes, but it is clear it is trash, and prompts thoughts on 
the use of the plastic material. The sound and the movement of the plastic objects occupies a 
huge part of the whole piece. Although a human hand is manipulating the trash, it is almost as 

27 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/393965 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

28 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/399995 
(accessed 10 December 2021).

29 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. Interview made via Teams in the Finnish National Gallery, Ateneum, Kaivokatu 2. Length 
00:55:33. AC, FNG. 

30 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.

Petri Ala-Maunus, New York Trash Recycled 
13, 2007, oil on cardboard, 19cm x 24.5cm
Finnish National Gallery / Museum of 
Contemporary Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / Petri Virtanen 

nabbteeri, Rubbish video 
(detail), 2014, projection 
screens, video installation, 
00:05:28, loop
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary 
Art Kiasma
Photo: nabbteeri / Finnish 
National Gallery 
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if the trash has its own will with its loud, crackling sound31 and slow 
movement back to its original form. In an interview with nabbteeri 
the artists themselves affirmed the meaning of the movement 
within the piece, by saying that it was magical to watch how the 
material resisted being crinkled and sprang back to its original 
form over and over again. It is also interesting to consider what 
happened to the trash after the video was shot. Was it thrown 
back to the bin? Knowing that recycling is important to nabbteeri in 
their artistic process, some of the materials seen might have been 
used later in some other work. 

It is interesting to think how much of the actual trash used 
in art might have been left outside the collections search, either 
because the artists have not listed recycled material used in their 
art, or because of the lack of the description in the collections’ 
database. Maybe it has not been seen as an important thing to 
mention. It is also noticeable what is actually described as trash 
and what is not. For example, quite many plastic art objects have 
not been included in the search. I dare to claim that many of these 
objects would have been thrown away if they hadn’t been used in 
the artwork. What is especially interesting is that Maria Duncker’s 
famous national costumes (1998)32 made using plastic bags have 
not been mentioned as being recycled, according to the database. 
Duncker has used easily identifiable discount and grocery store 
plastic bags in these colourful dresses. It is noted in the database 
metadata that Duncker has herself said that these costumes should 
be worn on important festive occasions.

Art as a posthumanist tool

When researching the use of recycled materials in art in our state of ecological crisis, it is 
essential to be mindful of the meaning of posthumanism to contemporary art. The core 
of posthumanism is to take the focus from human beings and instead pay attention to the 
different living species, in Donna Haraway’s terms companion species, and to the nonhuman. 
Posthumanism aims at appreciating correlating relations, to see how in the environment 
everything is connected. 

With posthumanism, the discussions in art research and philosophy about the 
ecological crisis and the concept of the Anthropocene are entwined. The Anthropocene 
refers to the geological period of the human, and has been researched in the context of 
environmental studies. The studies on the Anthropocene pay attention to the planetary 
effects on human behaviour. As Karoliina Lummaa writes, on the surface the idea of man 
in posthumanism and in the Anthropocene might seem like an antithesis of one another, 
because compared to posthumanism, the human of the Anthropocene can be portrayed as 
a planetary ‘driving force and as a one-off exception within Earth’s living species’.33 Yet, in 
the middle of these uncertain times, in this article I pay attention to posthumanism and its 
positive effects on art.

31 For more on the sound of the plastic, see Taina Saarikivi. ‘Taide fossiilikapitalismin jälkeen: lahoavan 
muovin narina’, in Hanna Johansson & Anita Seppä (eds.), Taiteen kanssa maailman äärellä. 
Kirjoituksia ihmiskeskeisestä ajattelusta ja ilmastonmuutoksesta. Taideteoreettisia kirjoituksia 
Kuvataideakatemiasta (13). Helsinki: Parvs, 2021, 222–41.

32 See the artworks on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/
object/599343; https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/fi/object/602314 (accessed 10 December 2021).

33 Karoliina Lummaa. ‘Peili ja diagrammi’, in Hanna Johansson & Anita Seppä (eds.), Taiteen 
kanssa maailman äärellä. Kirjoituksia ihmiskeskeisestä ajattelusta ja ilmastonmuutoksesta. 
Taideteoreettisia kirjoituksia Kuvataideakatemiasta (13). Helsinki: Parvs, 2021 (24–47), 33.

Maria Duncker, National 
Costumes IV, 1998, plastic 
bags, wooden hanger, 
166cm x 90cm x 15cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary 
Art Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Petri Virtanen
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Hanna Johansson and Anita Seppä, writing on posthumanist art, point out that it can 
bring new information in a way that the viewers’ imagination starts to stretch into areas 
that distance the human from being at the centre of thinking.34 This way posthumanism 
can be seen as a tool in art. In the Finnish National Gallery, the posthuman perspective was 
previously and prominently present in the ‘Coexistence’ exhibition35 at Kiasma 2019, in 
which the relations between human, animal and nonhuman (nature, more-than-humans and 
machines) were on display. It would be interesting to pay more attention to machines, cyborgs 
and AI-programmed art in this article, but I leave these topics for later research and focus 
instead on the nonhuman, synthetic materials found in the National Gallery’s database. In 
general, the research on the nonhuman could be anything, such as North America’s electricity 
grid36, as Karoliina Lummaa propounds.

With the nonhuman, the term new materialism or neo-materialism is noticeable in 
research into posthumanist art. Neo-materialism can mean many things, but in this article 
my interest is in what the material itself can tell us. Leevi Haapala writes that, when giving a 
central role to the material in art, the starting point can be said to be neo-materialism.37 Could 
the material then, such as plastic trash, have its own life? In an article about matter and the 
nonhuman in Kiasma’s ‘Coexistence’ exhibition, Satu Oksanen notes that new materialism and 
new materialist artists discard the individual and anthropocentric perspectives and agencies, 
and pay attention instead to ‘corporeality, matter and thought to coexist in an ongoing state 
of flux’.38 From the perspective of Finnish contemporary art, nabbteeri is said to be a good 
example of the neo-materialist take on art, because as Haapala puts it, their works are ‘built 
on endless strategies of borrowing, recycling and reshaping’.39 

Neomaterial junk, a nonhuman touch

Pekka and Teija Isorättyä and nabbteeri use recycled materials in their art. Both duos use 
materials found in their immediate surroundings, but the artists’ approaches differ a little 
from each other. For nabbteeri, recycling might mean carrying different materials and objects 
from one art piece to another. I find it intriguing to find similar-looking parts in their different 
pieces. Nabbteeri seem to stress the meaning of recycling in both their art and their life in 
general, since they told me that ecology underlies their art.40 It is clear, that Teija and Pekka 
Isorättyä also find using recycled materials important, especially in their public art, which uses 

34 Hanna Johansson & Anita Seppä. ‘Johdanto’, in Hanna Johansson & Anita Seppä (eds.), Taiteen 
kanssa maailman äärellä. Kirjoituksia ihmiskeskeisestä ajattelusta ja ilmastonmuutoksesta. 
Taideteoreettisia kirjoituksia Kuvataideakatemiasta (13). Helsinki: Parvs, 2021, (10–23) 19.

35 Saara Hacklin & Satu Oksanen (eds.). Yhteiseloa / Coexistence. Human, Animal and Nature in 
Kiasma’s Collections. A Museum of Contemporary Art Publication 166/2019. Helsinki: Finnish 
National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, 2019.

36 ‘(…) Pohjois-Amerikan sähköverkko (…) monistuu, levittäytyy ja risteää aineellisen ja semioottisen, 
inhimillisen ja ei-inhimillisen poikki.’ Lummaa, ‘Peili ja diagrammi’, 33. 

37 Leevi Haapala. ‘Origins, breakaways and interventions. Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri – approaches 
to visual representation’, in Tapani Pennanen & Marjut Villanueva (eds.), Nabb + Teeri. 
Tuntemattomien juhlien jäänteet. Vuoden nuori taiteilija 2014 / Nabb + Teeri. The leftovers of an 
Unknown Party. Young Artist of the Year 2014. Tampere: Tampere Art Museum and Aboa Vetus & 
Ars Nova, 2014, (3–39) 27.

38 Satu Oksanen. ‘Museum-as-compost – Matter, rhythms, and the nonhuman’, in Saara Hacklin & 
Satu Oksanen (eds.), Yhteiseloa / Coexistence. Human, Animal and Nature in Kiasma’s Collections. 
A Museum of Contemporary Art Publication 166/2019. Helsinki: Finnish National Gallery / Museum 
of Contemporary Art Kiasma, 2019, (70–95) 85.

39 Oksanen, ‘Museum-as-compost – Matter, rhythms, and the nonhuman’, 85.
40 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 

Pakarinen. AC, FNG. See also Karoliina Lummaa. ‘On Sharing Soot, Spikes, and Dust’, in Leevi 
Haapala & Piia Oksanen (eds.), Weather Report: Forecasting Future. Ane Graff, Ingela Ihrman, 
nabbteeri. A Museum of Contemporary Art Publication 169/2019. Milan and Helsinki: Mousse 
Publishing and Finnish National Gallery / Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma, 2019, 104–08.
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a lot of material41, but I have interpreted that their starting point for the artistic process works 
a bit differently.

The Isorättyäs explained that instead of active searching, the material commonly 
comes and finds them. In many cases, someone contacts them and informs they have material 
the artists might like. These donated materials have been in some different use before, such 
as many medical instruments and old gadgets seen in their installations and sculptures. With 
donated objects, the artists have found much usable and still-functioning material from waste 
skips, such as old car batteries.42 In 2015, in an interview made in the Finnish National Gallery 
Library, the Isorättyäs also pointed out that their aim is to create ‘playgrounds for thoughts’.43 
By this they meant that though they deal with ethical themes, they don’t want to steer the 
viewer in any particular direction. Mostly they just want to keep the difficult and important 
themes visible, and it is up to the viewer to choose to do the rest of the contemplating.44 What 
still connects both artist duos is that the use of recycled materials is less or more coincidental, 
because the availability of the materials is always site- and time-specific. 

Nabbteeri combine a lot of different mediums such as multimedia (video, sound) with 
their installations, and for the Isorättyäs, with installations, their distinctive style is the use 
of voluminous and usually kinetic45 sculptures. Yet both duos use a huge variety of different 
techniques and materials. For nabbteeri it is important to build a net between their works but 
also with the space the pieces are placed in or around. In my interview with the artist duo, 
Janne Nabb commented that they aim to build a thematic wholeness in a dialogue with its 
atmosphere.46 The dialogical relation is more important to the artists than planning art pieces 
only for museum use, and I find this approach very alluring. Putting the material reality of the 
objects on show gives them possibilities to operate without the artists, as Maria Teeri pointed 
out in our interview. 

‘Operating’, ‘agency’ and ‘mobile work’ are keywords in the Isorättyäs self-functioning 
kinetic art, yet some of their mesmerizing robot works need a little guidance to walk in a 
determined direction, as Teija demonstrated using one of their ‘grandma’ robots (‘Invalid 
robots’, 2010–11) at the artists’ studio during our meeting. These grandma-robot sculptures 
were made with hospital waste, old recycled lace and linen, car batteries, reindeer spines 
and the hair the young men needed to cut off because of going to the army. The grandmas 
made a machine-like cracking sound to signify the movement of stiff ageing limbs, and being 
surrounded by them I realised I had the familiar awkward feeling people tend to have when 
being in interaction with machines that resemble humans. One sculpture even startled me, 
when it began moving towards me after being still for a while. However, seeing Teija leading 
one of the sculptures gave the object a more human-like sense and it gave me a warm, caring 
feeling. In the studio the artists also showed a cyborg fox. An old, stuffed fox was found at 
Pekka and Teija’s old school. The artists wanted to give the animal a second life, so they 
adapted the fox into a kinetic sculpture with mechanical parts.

Continuing with the nonhuman angle, nabbteeri explained that they aim to dispel 
authorship and individualism in their art. They think there’s no need to show how many 

41 An interview with Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, 19 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen. 
Interview made in the Isorättyäs’ studio in Helsinki. Length 00:40:11. AC, FNG.

42 An interview with Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, 19 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen.  
AC, FNG.

43 An interview with Teija ja Pekka Isorättyä, 8 September 2015. Interviewer Maritta Mellais, Finnish 
National Gallery. Length 00:58:15. KG-ARK-AV-1095. AC, FNG. 

44 An interview with Teija and Pekka Isorättyä, 8 September 2015. Interviewer Maritta Mellais, Finnish 
National Gallery. AC, FNG.

45 Although the Isorättyäs are probably most famous for their kinetic sculptures, they have said that 
it is never in the grounds of their works whether the piece is moving or not. They just end up being 
kinetic. The artists emphasise the meaning of the material instead. An interview with Teija and 
Pekka Isorättyä, 8 September 2015. Interviewer Maritta Mellais, Finnish National Gallery. AC, FNG.

46 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.
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makers there have been in the building process.47 
The artists find their whole production a complex 
‘jumble’ with different spaces, elements, 
thoughts, texts and people behind texts instead 
of just a dialogue between the two of them. 
The Isorättyäs have also stressed the meaning 
of interaction in their artistic practice. Though 
they make the mechanical elements themselves 
without any technical education,48 they have 
said that they seek a lot of help from the people 
they meet outside the art world. In an interview 
in 2015 they explained that for their Solar Sea 
Turtle (2014) sculpture they asked for help from 
a solar panel salesperson about how to smash 
the panels used to create the turtle’s carapace. 
The artists have called these interactions ‘art 
pedagogic moments’, when someone teaches 
them a new method to do or work with 
something.49 This way they enmesh themselves 
into their immediate surroundings and into 
a society they’re in at that certain moment. 
With their robot-like works the Isorättyäs have 
injected new life into many used objects, both 
synthetic and organic. When the attention is on 
the movement and the materials that make the 

sculpture move, the authorship behind the pieces is secondary. The authorship might even 
lapse entirely.

Working with the 3D-world connects both artist duos. For me the coded world is 
completely foreign, but with 3D it is possible to give the material any imaginable meanings 
possible. In my interview with nabbteeri, Nabb said that working with 3D has expanded the 
materials’ preconditions into complete fantasy.50 In a 3D-world one can take any material and 
duplicate it. In this material universe full of possibilities one can ‘disport a different way than 
outside the world’51, as Nabb put it. The Isorättyäs are currently working with a piece with 
3D-printed parts, and a prototype was at their studio. Pekka reflected that 3D could also be 
described as one aspect of recycled art, because in an open-source 3D-world people recycle 
their ideas. Teija agreed, pointing out that everyone who needs the code can just download 
it for their own use52. It is one sort of donation of the material, yet the material starts off in a 
different shape.

Nabb gave an example of how they have expanded the representation of trash with 
3D-scanning. They scanned trash, and made data copies of it. This way they were able to 
widen the meaning of the trash, because now it was possible to use the trash material 

47 This is something that Martta Heikkilä has also been considering in her article about nabbteeri. She 
refers especially to the artists’ series of Block Painting (2009) and Block Painting (SOMMARSTUGA 
remix) (2013). Martta Heikkilä. ‘The aftermath of a surprise party’, in Tapani Pennanen & Marjut 
Villanueva (eds.), Nabb + Teeri. Tuntemattomien juhlien jäänteet. Vuoden nuori taiteilija 2014 / 
Nabb + Teeri. The leftovers of an Unknown Party. Young Artist of the Year 2014. Tampere: Tampere 
Art Museum and Aboa Vetus & Ars Nova, 2014, (3–27) 22.

48 An interview with Teija and Pekka Isorättyä, 8 September 2015. Interviewer Maritta Mellais, Finnish 
National Gallery. AC, FNG.

49 An interview with Teija and Pekka Isorättyä, 8 September 2015. Interviewer Maritta Mellais, Finnish 
National Gallery. AC, FNG.

50 Heikkilä, ‘The aftermath of a surprise party’, 23.
51 Heikkilä, ‘The aftermath of a surprise party’, 23.
52 An interview with Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, 19 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen.  

AC, FNG.

A grandma-robot from Pekka 
& Teija Isorättyä’s series 
‘Invalid Robots’, 2010–12, 
kinetic sculpture, mixed 
media
Private Collection
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Jenni Nurminen
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for example in websites. Scanning trash gives the objects new meanings. It elaborates the 
trash, the junk into neo-material. In general, it is currently a pivotal moment to trace the 
development of the 3D art world. Can 3D-printed artworks be described as recycled art? In 
design, for instance, the shift forwards is already here: designers Foteini Setaki and Panos 
Sakkas make customizable street furniture out of recycled plastics with 3D-printing. They 
believe there’s still a long way to go to achieve a fully circular future, but introducing robotic 
3D-printing and participatory design into the recycling process helps to rethink the waste. The 
designers find that 3D gives a local solution to a global problem.53

‘What kind of alchemist can transform worthless matter into art?’ asks Martta Heikkilä 
in her article on nabbteeri.54 When I asked the Isorättyäs if they have used trash in their art, 
Pekka instantly responded that the word ‘trash’ is actually a very loaded term. He asked 
why everything wouldn’t be described as material instead of describing some elements 
as trash and some as not.55 This was an interesting point when one considers the Finnish 
National Gallery’s collections: maybe many artists do not want to mention that they have 
used materials perceived as trash because of the value judgements associated with the word 
trash. Thinking about the concept of trash further, it is notable that so-called ‘virgin materials’ 
will become rare and precious at some point, even in the near future. Designer Sannie Visser 
believes this is why waste stops being called as such. Waste will be a normalised part of the 
production, when the system has to shift from linear to circular.56 Yet, while eating satsumas 
with the Isorättyäs at their studio, we chewed over what other ways terms such as ‘domestic 
waste’ and a sentence ‘taking the rubbish out’ might be described, if we couldn’t use these 
words? It is difficult to find a better word for bio waste than bio waste, for example. Though 
I see the fact of trash becoming a primary, normalised material, but also a neo-material 
point of view in naming all the objects as plain ‘material’, giving waste a softer and more a 
humane shade, I still find categorising the objects useful. Trash, waste, rubbish, junk and other 
synonyms are important words especially from an ecological perspective. The use of these 
words reminds us of our throwaway culture, and focuses on the amount of material we are 
already surrounded by, yet still incessantly producing more.

In my interview with nabbteeri the discussion on trash went in a different direction 
from the Isorättyäs’, probably because the artists have an installation whose title includes the 
word ‘rubbish’. The concept of dirt came into the artists’ minds, because trash is sometimes 
linked with uncleanliness. This steered my thoughts back to Mary Douglas.57 Teeri pointed 
out that the 3D-world is usually very smooth and clean, meaning that is a bit difficult to 
create dirtiness, though one can manipulate different textures.58 Yet, the artists came up with 
an idea for how to make the 3D-printed trash look authentic. They explained that they saw 
different objects on the shoreline in Scotland, but it was difficult to pinpoint exactly what kind 
of objects they were, because they had been for so long conditioned by the effects of the 
sea, sand and waves.59 The objects were wet and things were growing on them; the artists 
found these so fascinating they didn’t want to collect them and carry them home. What 
they did instead was they started making what they call ‘digital minerals’ from the objects 

53 Foteini Setaki and Panos Sakkas. ‘The New Raw’, in Katie Treggiden, Wasted. When trash becomes 
art. Belgium: Ludion, 2020, (222–27) 224.

54 Heikkilä, ‘The aftermath of a surprise party’, 23. See also Saara Hacklin. ‘Runoilija, matkamies, 
kauppias, varas… Janne Nabb ja Maria Teeri Tampereen taidemuseossa’, Mustekala web magazine, 
27 May 2014, http://mustekala.info/kritiikit/runoilija-matkamies-kauppias-varas-janne-nabb-ja-
maria-teeri-tampereen-taidemuseossa/ (accessed 1 December 2021).

55 An interview with Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, 19 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen.  
AC, FNG.

56 Sanne Visser in Katie Treggiden, Wasted. When trash becomes art. Belgium: Ludion, 2020, (36–43) 
38.

57 During the whole internship and process of researching recycled materials, I noticed that my 
thoughts went back to Mary Douglas over and over again.

58 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.

59 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.
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using 3D techniques.60 Later they put the hundreds of slides of the minerals in to second-
hand slide frames bought from a flea market and held back from cleaning them to make the 
artwork look more authentic. Suddenly, when looking at the 3D minerals through the old 
frames, the objects seemed like they could have been taken from real life. Like pictures from 
a 1980s teaching film, as Nabb put it.61 They have made at least one titled piece with the 
digital minerals, Transition zone (2016)62. The artists were amazed what fantastic things traces 
of dirt can do for an artwork, and this is something that would be interesting to research 
even further.

Beyond the collections to the sea. The stories of plastic trash from 
the shoreline

The neo-material approach has shown that materials can tell stories. When cast-off objects 
are used in art and put under a spotlight, the view focuses on the material in a different way 
from how one might look at the objects in an everyday situation. When a material is given the 
space to tell its story, the art formulates its own will, a nonhuman touch. For the Isorättyäs, 
the stories behind the objects are very intriguing. Pekka explained that in their artworks 
different materials from different backgrounds tell their own stories, and in this way form their 
own, separate layers to the art.63

I also searched references to trash in art outside the National Gallery’s collections to 
gain a better understanding of the general view of the recycled world, and found artists such 
as Pamela Longobardi and Tuula Närhinen relevant to this topic. As with the artists found 

60 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.

61 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.

62 See the artworks on nabbteeri’s webpage: http://www.nabbteeri.com/transition.html (accessed  
10 December 2021).

63 An interview with Pekka and Teija Isorättyä, 19 November 2021. Interviewer Ida Pakarinen.  
AC, FNG.

nabbteeri, digital minerals, 
(detail) 2016, 3D print
Photo: nabteeri, http://
nabbteeri.com/#transition
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in the collections, these artists have recategorised waste as a valuable resource, as Katie 
Treggiden puts it64.

I think there is a difference in the kind of stories a material such as trash can tell, 
depending on whether it is modified in the art or used in its own form. Modifying trash 
might hide the meaning and the factual damage of the environment behind the art. When 
modified the art might take a figure of an ‘absent referent’65, because the ecological damage is 
hidden under another marker. On the other hand, if trash is shown as it is, the artwork might 
prompt further thoughts in the viewers, because it speaks with the nature rather than for 
it. I find speaking with the environment another neo-materialist aspect of art. Artist Pamela 
Longobardi66 follows this neo-materialist take on her art with her assemblages of plastic 
objects collected from the shorelines. Because of the amount of plastic washed up on the 
shorelines, she describes beaches as ‘crime scenes’.67 In her article on Longobardi, Jennifer 
A. Wagner-Lawlor cites a well-known writer and an ocean activist Carl Safina, stating that 
Longobardi is at the beginning of this kind of art, because ‘the work that art must do is to 
steer our attention into the path of the oncoming truth’.68 The oncoming truth seems to be 
showing plastic trash at it is, not modified, as dirty, broken, misshapen from the objects that 
were originally designed. Longobardi has ‘no mere attempt at creating pretty decoration from 
found objects’.69 Instead, her works are seen as witnesses.

From the Finnish perspective, the artist Tuula Närhinen has also made a lot of works 
collecting trash from the shores. She has written her dissertation (2016) on visual science 
and natural art, so I found her art very interesting and useful for this article. She has used 
shoreline plastic trash in her installations Mermaid’s Tears (2007), Frutti di Mare (2008), Baltic 
Sea Plastique (2013) and Impressions Plastiques (2016).

Närhinen’s saga using plastic trash in her art started on Harakka Island in Helsinki. In 
her dissertation she writes that she read about microplastic trash in a newspaper in 2006, 
and thought that the problem with microplastics ending up in the sea affects only oceans but 
not the Baltic Sea.70 Soon she noticed she was wrong. Walking around the island she noticed 
that a huge area of the shore was covered with plastic granulate, raw material pellets that 
spill into to the nature from the plastics industry during transportation.71 Närhinen points out 
that these pellets are called ‘merenneidon kyyneleet’, tears of a mermaid. Närhinen started 
collecting the pellets, and used these to make a necklace for her artwork, of the same name. 
Närhinen explains that her inspiration for the necklace comes from the islands in the Pacific 
Ocean, where owning and wearing a seashell necklace is a sign of wealth.72

64 ‘By recategorising waste as a valuable resource, we can find ways of addressing some of our most 
existential environmental problems.’ Treggiden, ‘Introduction’, 18.

65 ‘Carol J. Adams applies linguistic concept of absent referent when scrutinising violence which is 
hidden under another signifier. E.g. ”meat” is a referent that hides under itself the real animal 
and its true suffering.’ Terike Haapoja. ‘Kohti ”eläimen” jälkeistä aikaa’, in Hanna Johansson & 
Anita Seppä (eds.), Taiteen kanssa maailman äärellä. Kirjoituksia ihmiskeskeisestä ajattelusta ja 
ilmastonmuutoksesta. Taideteoreettisia kirjoituksia Kuvataideakatemiasta (13). Helsinki: Parvs, 
2021, 105.

66 Longobardi was the first artist exhibiting in newly opened MUU Gallery in Helsinki, in 1993. 
Her installation was Mythology of Divine Winged Being. Marja-Terttu Kivirinta. ‘Muu ry aloittaa 
galleriatoiminnan’, Helsingin Sanomat, 27 October 1993, https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-
2000003278622.html (accessed 1 December 2021).

67 Sally Hansen. ‘Terrible beauty. A conversation with Pam Longobardi’, Sculpture, April 2015.
68 Jennifer A. Wagner-Lawlor. ‘Regarding Intimacy, Regard, and Transformative Feminist Practice in the 

Art of Pamela Longobardi’, Feminist Studies 2016, vol. 42 Issue 3, (649–88) 652.
69 Wagner-Lawlor, ‘Regarding Intimacy, Regard, and Transformative Feminist Practice in the Art of 

Pamela Longobardi’, 652.
70 Tuula Närhinen. Kuvatiede ja luonnontaide. Tutkielma luonnonilmiöiden kuvallisuudesta. Doctoral 

dissertation in Fine Arts. Academy of Fine Arts, Uniarts Helsinki. Vaasa: Oy Fram Ab, 2016, 127. 
71 Närhinen, ‘Kuvatiede ja luonnontaide’, 127–28.
72 The piece Mermaid’s Tears also included the sieves she used to collect the plastic with, tiny piles of 

other material found from the shore, and a photograph of the baseline of the work, the cove she 
found the plastic from. Närhinen, ‘Kuvataide ja luonnontaide’, 129. 
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For the collection of assemblages in Frutti di Mare (2008), Närhinen collected plastic 
trash she found from Helsinki shores. With rubbish bags full of trash she sorted the material 
by colour and surface texture, and made sculptures of them that resemble marine fauna. 
The assemblages were floated in semi-opaque acrylic boxes. Närhinen writes that this 
artwork made her a ‘newbie plastic trash sculptor’.73 In her third piece using plastic, Baltic Sea 
Plastique (2016) she used plastic wrap, bags and bottles. She writes in her dissertation that 
in this piece the plastic has gone through a metamorphosis and that the installation is about 
plastic’s economic cycle. The way in which she processes the cycle of the plastic, is that in this 
piece the plastic has made a full circle as a mouldable material from the designed material 
that has ended up at the artist’s working space via the sea.74 It is written on the artist’s 
website that Baltic Sea Plastique presents a plastic world of sensations in which synthetic and 
organic forms coexist, and create puzzling natural artefacts’.75

Närhinen’s latest work with plastic is Impressions Plastiques, from 2016. The work is 
made with bags, ropes, bits of filaments and microplastic found on the shores of Harakka 
Island. In her website the installation is described as consisting of two tapestries entitled Soleil 
levant and Soleil couchant, woven out of discarded plastic bags. With the tapestries the work 
includes a sun path Aurora Nonelis, arranged in a rainbow line on the floor, and a piece called 
Plastic Horizon, which is a linear sculpture put together using microplastics.76

73 Närhinen, ‘Kuvatiede ja luonnontaide’, 127–28.
74 Närhinen, ‘Kuvatiede ja luonnontaide’, 215. 
75 Tuula Närhinen, Baltic Sea Plastique (2013), http://www.tuulanarhinen.net/artworks/baltplast.html 

(accessed 10 December 2021).
76 Tuula Närhinen, Impressions Plastiques (2016), http://www.tuulanarhinen.net/artworks/

impressionsplast.html.

Tuula Närhinen, Frutti di Mare, 2008 (detail), installation including 36 c-prints on aluminium (70cm x 
50 cm each), plastic cases with 36 floating sculptures (49cm x 25cm x 29cm each case), a storage 
shelf and fluorescent tubes 
Photo: Tuula Närhinen
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As an interesting coincidence, 
I found out during our interview that 
nabbteeri has also made one piece using 
plastic trash77 found from the shores. 
Leftovers is a public installation made in 
2017 at the Roihuvuori campus of Helsinki 
Vocational College. The piece consists 
of four parts, using plastic collected e.g. 
from the shores of Scotland as the starting 
point, and which the artists have then 
reproduced as sculptures made from sugar 

paste.78 I went to document the installations on a grey Tuesday evening, 
and under the bright florescent light the sculptures placed in vitrines 
exuded a joyfulness in its various of bright colours and different shapes. 
I found it interesting that sugar paste sculptures were assembled on 
a sand-like ground the way they would be laying deep in a seabed. 
Moved and piled by waves in to the deeper sections of the sand 
bottom, randomly sprinkled here and there in a controlled chaos.

Born, consume, leave traces, decay.  
A new era of vanitas

Trash used in art might give a material its own agency. Is it also possible 
to see that trash has its own life that is not eventually dependent on 
humans, because it stays on earth far longer than we do. Human flesh 
decays, but most of the trash being plastic, does not. The same goes for 
art. If there’s plastic used in an artwork, it might possibly never decay 
entirely. Only disperse into smaller and smaller particles. When I was 
reflecting on the permanence of the art with my tutor Riitta Ojanperä, 
Director of Collections Management at the Finnish National Gallery, she 
reminded me that frescos painted on stones were meant to last forever. 
Could plastic then be thought of as a modern day fresco?

With art, it is in the end in the hands of museum professionals as to how long an 
artwork might be preserved, yet these discussions have always been made together with 
the artists, as my other tutor, chief curator Kati Kivinen has reminded me. In general, it is an 
interesting question to ask for how long and how much an artwork should be conserved. 
The material used in art might rust, melt, fade, shatter or break some way over time. For 
example, how much is it worth conserving natural materials, such as the flower petals in 

77 nabbteeri has also used found plastic trash in their ensemble of works Indications of Spring, 2012, 
in which they used materials they had found during their walks in Freiburg, Germany.  
See https://anhava.com/exhibitions/janne-nabb-maria-teeri-indications-of-spring/ (accessed  
10 December 2021).

78 An interview with nabbteeri (Janne Nabb and Maria Teeri), 9 November 2021. Interviewer Ida 
Pakarinen. AC, FNG.

Tuula Närhinen, Plastic Horizon, 2019 (detail), 
installation of microplastic debris drifted 
ashore and arranged according to the 
colours, 12cm x 900cm. 
Photo: Tuula Närhinen

nabbteeri, Leftovers (detail), 
2017, sugar paste sculptures 
in glass vitrines; installed 
at the Roihuvuori campus, 
Helsinki Vocational College 
(Stadin ammattiopisto), 
Helsinki
Photo: Ida Pakarinen
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Charlotta Östlund’s work Bouquet (2016)79, or on the other hand, the wet, plastic sandals in 
Marianna Uutinen’s Jesus (1993)80? The sandals are floating in water in a small bucket, so they 
need regular conserving. With materials as fragile as petals, leaves but also wet soft plastic, 
Kivinen explained me, that it is sometimes important to write an art testament for the pieces 
beforehand, as has been the case with Östlund’s Bouquet.

What then, if the materials used are recycled? The meanings attached to the art might 
change if the parts need to be renewed during conservation. Can the conserving then even be 
possible for the art piece? This is something we reflected on with the Isorättyäs at their studio, 
in front of the conservation project of their electromechanical sculpture Mermaid (2015). 
Some organic parts of the piece are being replaced with steel. Yet, when thinking further, 
steel as a material is actually recycled too, as the metal artisans in the Isorättyäs’ studio 
pointed out. 

In the art world, this is a time of conspicuous consumerism, a new era of vanitas. We 
are born, we consume, we leave traces in the environment, and at the end, we decay. In 
humanity as in nature, nothing is permanent. Except perhaps some of our productions we 

79 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/432442 
(accessed 10 December 2021). Satu Oksanen writes that Charlotta Östlund is interested in the 
study of transience, for which plants provide an ideal vehicle. Oksanen, ‘Museum-as-compost – 
Matter, rhythms, and the nonhuman’, 81.

80 See the artwork on the FNG collections website, https://www.kansallisgalleria.fi/en/object/618351 
(accessed 10 December 2021). About Uutinen’s Jesus piece, see also Satu Mäkelä’s thesis made 
on conservation of the plastic, Polyuretaanisolumuovin konservointi: Kaija Papun PI 541 (työnimi; 
2012) ja Marianna Uutisen Jeesus (1993). Conservator, BA, thesis. Metropolia University of Applied 
Sciences, 26 April 2012 https://www.theseus.fi/bitstream/handle/10024/47033/Satu_Makela.
pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y (accessed 10 December 2021).

Marianna Uutinen, Jesus, 
1993, plastic basin, plastic 
sandals, 14cm x 41cm x 
41cm
Finnish National Gallery / 
Museum of Contemporary Art 
Kiasma
Photo: Finnish National Gallery / 
Petri Virtanen
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leave behind. When art with plastic pieces continues its life after the human, it is not certain 
what happens to the plastic over the years. For example, artist Taru Happonen has made 
astonishing oil paintings on different kinds of recycled plastics.81 Will the paint underneath 
start cracking? Collapsing? We don’t know. Partly we can only wait and see what happens, but 
partly we’ll never find out the dénouement of the plastic’s life cycle, because we are not here 
anymore to witness it. 

The droplets coalesce into a puddle

In this article, I have researched recycled materials, focusing on materials perceived as trash, 
used in Finnish contemporary art found in the Finnish National Gallery’s collections. I wanted 
to pay attention to recycled materials because the circular economy is important to me in 
every part of my life. I was interested to research how much trash is used in contemporary art, 
since most of the trash is plastic, and I feel anxious when I think about the amount of plastic 
there already is on the planet we’re inhabiting. When researching these topics, I realised that 
the importance of recycling has spilled over into my thoughts about art: I value art whether 
there’s recycled materials used in the pieces or not.

I found out during this internship that not every artist has mentioned recycled 
materials used in their art, although the materials have been in use. In general, I found the 
task of researching these topics complex, since the descriptions and keywords used in the 
collection’s database do not always tell the whole truth. This why there might be much 
more recycled material in the Finnish National Gallery’s collections than has been already 
recognised. It is noticeable that different terms and keywords have been in use at different 
times, but in the light of present discussions on climate change, conspicuous consumption and 
concerns over ecocentricism, more descriptions and keywords could be added to the database 
when the art objects include recycled materials.

I would find it useful if the recycling themes could be more visible in the Finnish 
National Gallery’s database. Yet, with my discussions with the artists, I understood that some 
recycling-themed words, such as ‘trash’ have a very loaded tone in them. This might have 
something to do with artists being unwilling to mention recycled materials in their art. Using 
trash, waste, junk and other related words in describing an artwork might add a political 
and ideological dimension to it. Although contemporary art often pays attention to different 
social problems, I understand that in general, the ecological approach and reusing materials 
are not as important to all present-day contemporary artists, nevertheless the questions are 
important to me in this time of ecological crisis.

It is said that reusing materials in art connects the art to everyday life. The droplets 
of micro plastics coalesce into a puddle of life. (Or into a trash island.) In the near future, so-
called ‘virgin materials’ will become the rare exception, so reusing, reshaping and recycling 
the materials is starting to be more and more inevitable. This why it is interesting to see 
whether the use of recycled materials, for example the use of the plastic trash, is a growing 
phenomenon in contemporary art, or not. From my mindset and perspective, I’d love to see 
an art world where the materials would be used again and again without the need to use 
them new, if one can use something that is already made and available to use. A dream of a 
recycled utopia.

81 See the artist’s webpage: https://taruhapponen.com/Paintings (accessed 10 December 2021).
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